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Abstract7

How successful an individual or cohort is, in terms of their genetic contribution to the future popula-8

tion, is encapsulated in the concept of reproductive value, and is crucial for understanding selection and9

evolution. Long-term studies of pedigreed populations offer the opportunity to estimate reproductive val-10

ues directly. However, the degree to which genetic contributions, as defined by a pedigree, may converge11

on their long-run values within the time frames of available datasets, such that they may be interpreted12

as estimates of reproductive value, is unclear. We develop a system for pedigree-based calculation of the13

expected genetic representation that both individuals and cohorts make to the population in the years14

following their birth. We apply this system to inference of individual and cohort reproductive values15

in Soay sheep (Ovis aries) from St Kilda, Outer Hebrides. We observe that these genetic contributions16

appear to become relatively stable within modest time frames. As such, it may be reasonable to consider17

pedigree-based calculations of genetic contributions to future generations as estimates of reproductive18

value. This approach and the knowledge that the estimates can stabilise within decades should offer19

new opportunities to analyse data from pedigreed wild populations, which will be of value to many fields20

within evolutionary biology and demography.21
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Introduction22

The concept of fitness is central to the study of natural selection and evolution (Endler, 1986). At a23

given time, natural selection, in the absence of frequency dependence, is generally expected to lead to24

the maximisation of mean population fitness (Lande, 1976). However, fluctuating environments greatly25

complicate this maximisation (Lande, 2007). Overlapping generations and fluctuating environments are26

frequently present in natural populations, and make it less clear how to effectively estimate the fitness that27

selection is acting on in these systems. It is possible that insights can be gained using data from long term28

studies which include pedigree information. Such studies not only offer a chance to look at fitness, realised29

and expected, many generations in the future, but also provide the opportunity to access what predictions30

would have been made only a few generations after data collection started. Modern genotyping has further31

increased the value of these studies by allowing construction of high accuracy pedigrees (Sardell et al., 2010;32

Huisman, 2017). This means that questions about fitness that were previously limited to theoretical studies33

can start to benefit from information using empirical pedigree data.34

Regardless of the exact definition, estimating individual fitness is about characterising how many descen-35

dants individuals have left, usually for the purpose of understanding how environmental conditions, class36

structure, or phenotypic traits influence the underlying propensities of individuals to leave descendants. This37

is commonly thought of as the genetic contribution that an individual makes to the following generation,38

relative to other individuals in that population. It is, therefore, common to the use the number of off-39

spring produced as a fitness estimate (Clutton-Brock, 1988) or the total number of grand-offspring (Hunt et40

al., 2004; Bolund & Lummaa, 2017), accounting accordingly for the relationships to different descendants.41

This kind of fitness definition can be problematic when parents and offspring interact (Wolf & Wade, 2001;42

Hadfield, 2012; Thomson & Hadfield, 2017). Furthermore, fitness estimates of this type are complicated by43

the presence of age structure and overlapping generations in a population. There is general agreement, at44

least in theory, that fitness is a measure of genetic representation in the future population (Stearns, 1976;45

Charlesworth, 1980; Endler, 1986). This appears to naturally lead to an estimate of individual fitness that46

is determined by a combination of an individual’s reproductive output and the survival, and reproduction,47

of its descendants.48

An alternative concept closely related to fitness, which accounts for both age structure and overlapping49

generations, is the reproductive value. As a concept it has caused much debate and confusion since the idea50

was first published (Samuelson, 1978; Caswell, 2001; Crow, 2002). The idea is usually attributed to Fisher in51

1930 although he actually first discussed it in a paper three years earlier (Fisher, 1927). The discovery of this52

1927 paper has gone a long way to explaining much of the confusion that has surrounded his writing in 193053
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(Crow, 2002). Despite this, there are still questions around the correct interpretation in its original form54

and there has been much discussion about what exactly Fisher meant, under what conditions it applies, and55

to what extent the ideas were already present in the literature (Crow, 2002; Grafen, 2006; Galindo, 2007).56

However, there is general consensus that the reproductive value is the expected contribution an individual57

will make to some future population given its current age (Grafen, 2006; Crow, 2002). Theoretically it tracks58

a gene down an individual’s pedigree, seeing how well that gene is represented in the future population with59

the expectation conditional on the pedigree. It does not, therefore, take into account the effect of the genetic60

background on which that gene finds itself, and is expected in most situations to differ greatly from the61

realised genetic contribution (Barton & Etheridge, 2011). As time passes estimations initially considered as62

expected genetic contributions will converge on the theoretical idea of a reproductive value (Grafen, 2006).63

Typically, reproductive values are calculated using survival and fecundity information arranged in matrix64

projection models, which give a reproductive value for each age or stage included in the Leslie matrix65

(Caswell, 2001). This approach can be extended to get trait-value specific reproductive values using integral66

projection models (Merow et al., 2014). By necessity these models use current information to project forward,67

assuming that the life history of the population remains constant through time (Caswell, 2001). In situations68

where these assumptions may not hold it is difficult to assess the accuracy of predictions from these models.69

Theoretical work, using simulated bi-parental pedigrees, has shown that individual reproductive values are70

expected to stabilise within ten generations. The value at which these, theoretical, individual reproductive71

values stabilise is largely determined within a few initial generations (Barton & Etheridge, 2011). However,72

work on how the expected genetic contribution actually behaves over time, in wild populations and in73

fluctuating environments, is currently lacking.74

To investigate the potential use of pedigree-based estimates of genetic representation as empirical proxies75

for reproductive value, we developed an approach for calculating genetic representation of any individual,76

or group of individuals, from an additive genetic relatedness matrix. It became apparent at an early stage77

that these calculations can be greatly affected by pedigree incompleteness, which can be particularly acute78

when populations are not closed, as is the case for most monitored wild populations. We therefore present a79

method that accounts for pedigree incompleteness by expressing genetic representation of focal individuals80

in proportion to all representation attributable to them and their contemporaries. We developed this system81

in the course of analyses of the pedigree from the Soay sheep (Ovis aries) population on St Kilda, in the82

Outer Hebrides (Clutton-Brock & Pemberton, 2004). We present results using our method, and investigate83

the time frame required for calculations of expected genetic contributions to stabilise, such that they may84

be interpretable as estimates of reproductive value.85
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Algorithm86

In this section, we describe a general system for calculation of genetic representation in a population con-87

ditional on a pedigree, that would be interpretable as realisations of reproductive value, once stabilised. In88

the next section, we apply this algorithm to an empirical dataset, in order to investigate the time frames89

required for this stabilisation to be approached.90

In order to generate statistics on genetic representation arising from descent, we developed a system of91

truncating a pedigree such that relatedness between a set of focal individuals and the rest of the pedigree92

would represent only relatedness arising from direct descent. For a population which consists of a set of93

individuals, Pt, at time, t, a focal individual, or set of individuals (e.g., a specific sex and/or cohort), Ft,94

are identified for which calculation of future genetic contributions are required. A separate set of all the95

individuals alive in the population, Pt+∆t
, at the future time point of interest, t + ∆t, is also compiled.96

For any Ft, pedigree links between these focal individuals and their parents are deleted while links to all97

known descendants are retained, creating a truncated pedigree. An additive genetic relatedness matrix, A,98

for Pt consists of elements Aij = 2Θij (Walsh & Lynch 2018, chapter 19), where Θij is the coefficient of99

coancestry between individuals i and j (Lynch & Walsh 1998, chapter 7). An altered genetic relationship100

matrix, A∗
ij , can instead be constructed using the truncated pedigree based on Ft. In a pedigree from which101

all ancestors of a focal individual (or individuals) i have been removed, coancestry between such individuals102

and another individual j arises solely from descent. The sum of the relationships in this matrix between each103

individual, i, in Ft and Pt+∆t is calculated, nFt,∆t =
∑NFt

i=1

∑NPt+∆t

j=1 A∗
ij , where i indexes the NFt individuals104

in Ft (which may be a single individual) and j indexes the NPt+∆t
individuals in Pt+∆t. This values gives105

an estimated genetic contribution, nFt for each focal individual, i to the future population (Box 1). For106

example, if a focal individual was still alive then their existence would contribute a value of 1 to the summed107

value. Similarly, offspring add 0.5 each. Repeating the process for Pt+∆t
, using increasing values of ∆t,108

allows investigation of how the estimated genetic contribution of Ft to the population changes temporally.109

As ∆t −→ ∞, the nFt
−→ vFt

, where vFt
is the combined reproductive value for Ft. Calculations of genetic110

representation may be made separately for different sets of Pt, e.g., for male and female focal individuals,111

and for specific cohorts, estimated genetic contributions must be calculated using all extant individuals at112

t + ∆t, regardless of their sex or year of birth.113

Calculations of genetic contributions as described to this point represent the absolute representation of114

individuals or groups in terms of expected genome copies. The relevant quantity for most biological questions115

will concern not the absolute number of copies, but the proportional representation in the future state of the116

population. As such, expected number of genome copies must be standardised by dividing by population117
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size at Pt+∆t . More generally, the standardisation may be made by the maximum possible representation of118

an individual or group of individuals in Pt+∆t
, in relation to the representation from all extant individuals119

in the population at the time of the focal individuals’ birth (i.e nFt
when Ft = Pt ) . This more general120

standardisation will provide for sensible calculations of reproductive value in open populations (Box 1). In121

practice, this standardisation requires that the pedigree-based representation of all extant individuals, Pt122

be calculated, exactly as described above for Ft. All extant non-focal individuals may be treated as one123

large cohort of unrelated individuals, by deleting all parental links for extant individuals at a given time.124

Then, as above, their contributions to Pt+∆t
may be obtained using the relationship matrix derived from125

this modified pedigree.126

Application127

Study System128

The Soay sheep (Ovis aries) population of St Kilda, in the Outer Hebrides, has been the subject of an129

individual-based, long term study since 1984 (Clutton-Brock & Pemberton, 2004). All sheep that are part of130

the core population are individually marked. The date of birth of the majority of lambs born within the study131

area is known through observational data. Adult migrants into the population are also tagged so that they132

can be individually identified. Detailed population monitoring ensures that the date that most individuals133

appeared in the population, through birth or migration, and the date that individuals died, can be determined134

with high precision. Population size can vary greatly between years (Clutton-Brock & Pemberton, 2004).135

Highly reliable maternities are known from observational data during the spring. Maternities are regularly136

confirmed, and occasionally corrected (primarily for the attribution of maternity to still-born lambs) using137

genetic data. Paternities are assigned on the basis of 384 SNP loci, chosen on the basis of high minor allele138

frequency and an even distribution throughout the genome (Bérénos et al., 2014). Paternity assignment is139

conducted using MasterBayes (Hadfield et al., 2006) and SEQUOIA (Huisman, 2017). Paternity assignments140

are made with > 99% confidence in the majority of cases (6542 of 7014 individuals).141

Data Selection142

Our analysis includes individuals born alive during or after the spring of 1985 up until the spring of 2015.143

The majority of mortality occurs over the winter and early spring. We therefore consider an individual to144

have survived a given year, and transitioned to the next age group, if they were known to have survived145

until the end of April of the following calendar year. This allowed an estimate of the number of individuals146
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of each age group alive in any given year, with the first age group consisting of new born individuals. After147

this point any reference to a year will refer to a census year, rather than a calendar year. Winter survival,148

and inclusion in the following census year, is defined as survival into May.149

In order to acquire annual, age-specific, survival estimates each individual needs to be assigned as cur-150

rently being either alive or dead and all dead individuals need to have a year of death. For individuals with151

no recorded death information, the last time the sheep had been (i) assigned as a parent, indicating that it152

was alive during a specific rut (November) for males, or spring for females (ii) captured, or (iii) observed153

in one of 30 annual censuses of the study area, was used to estimate a minimum possible date of death.154

Individuals were assumed to have died during the winter following the last evidence that they were alive.155

For individuals without a known birth year the date that they first appeared in the dataset was estimated156

similarly. Ignoring rare cases where individuals did not have a sex recorded (or were castrates) there were157

4912 female and 5387 male individuals in the pedigree, of which 3223 females and 3491 males have both a158

birth and death year recorded. Individuals that were known to be born after 1984 numbered 3354 and 3955.159

A total of 2247 individuals (1144 males and 546 females) required an estimated death year.160

We applied the calculations described in the “Algorithm” section, using the makeA() function of the nadiv161

package (Wolak, 2012) to generate the modified A representing relatedness between focal and descendant162

individuals, arising only from direct descent. The process was repeated with each cohort separately set as163

Ft with t + ∆t being each consecutive year after birth.164

Properties of pedigree-based expected genetic contributions in individuals and165

cohorts166

There is a non-trivial level of immigration of males into the population, with a mean of 9 individuals per167

year since 1985 (Figure 1A). These males do not generally take up residence in the study area, but rather are168

individuals that are observed in the study area during the rut, and that sire offspring. Female immigration169

is much lower, with a mean of 1.4 (Figure 1A) individuals per year. While the numbers of immigrants170

are modest, immigrants tend to have substantial reproductive success, with immigrant males, in particular,171

siring on the order of 20% of lambs born in the study area (Figure 1B). Consequently, the denominator in172

our standardisation for genetic contributions, i.e., the total discernible contribution to the future genetic173

constitution of the population, decreases with the length of time that elapses between the existence of the174

focal individual(s) and the time at which subsequent genetic contribution is ascertained (Figure 2). The175

calculation we make that spans the greatest time period is for the total contribution of males extant in 1985176

to the genetic composition of the population in 2015. The proportion of the genomes in the population in177
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2015 accounted for by the pedigree from extant males in 1985 is 0.078 (out of a possible 0.5 in complete178

absence of immigration and other causes of pedigree incompleteness). This calculation is slightly more179

favourable for females, where a proportion of 0.206 of the 2015 population genomes can be attributed to180

extant females in 1985. This disparity between the sexes will have arisen primarily because genetic sampling181

was less complete early in the study, such that paternities are somewhat sparser in early years.182

Individual genetic contributions stabilise relatively quickly (Figures 3 & 4). Although fluctuations in183

individual values occur across all time intervals that we can assay, several aspects of stability are evident,184

even from within the lifespan of a Soay sheep. For males (Figure 3), individuals with very low representation185

after five years rarely become major contributors of descendants to the population. Among males with non-186

trivial representation after approximately five years, visual inspection of figure 3 shows that large subsequent187

changes in the rank order of genetic contributions are rare. Consequently, many of the correlations of188

individual genetic contributions in the year of birth + T , with individual contributions in the final year of189

data (2015), are often as high as 0.8 by five years after birth (Figure 5).190

Fluctuations through time in the genetic contributions of females to the future genetic composition of the191

population (Figure 4) are of qualitatively similar magnitude and distribution to males (Figure 3). However,192

because the variance in fitness in females is lower, these fluctuations occur across a narrower range of values,193

and so the rank order of contributions changes more through time (Figure 4). Consequently, the correlation194

of female individual contributions with those in the final year (Figure 5B) does not typically increase as195

quickly as that for males (Figure 5A).196

The total cohort estimated genetic contributions start to stabilise even more quickly than individual197

contributions, with many of the cohorts appearing to be relatively stable after around five years for both198

sexes (Figure 6). The largest source of within- and among-cohort variation in genetic contributions occurs in199

the first year; declines associated primarily with overwinter survival seem to be the main determinants of the200

long-term genetic contributions of each cohort (Figure 6). While the genetic representation of cohorts can201

become relatively stable very quickly, there are also notable fluctuations in some cohorts between the ages of202

approximately three and eight (Figure 6). These are normally reductions in genetic representation, arising203

because of the death of an unusual number of individuals of a given cohort. Because of the unstable dynamic204

of the population size and composition, few cohorts experience similar sequences of demographic rates, and so205

it is hard to formulate possible explanations for these fluctuations. It may be relevant that during this period206

of the life cycle (i.e., reproductive adults), the total reproductive value of a given cohort is concentrated in the207

smallest number of individuals. As such, these fluctuations could primarily be manifestations of demographic208

stochasticity, i.e., drift. The initial increase in the correlations for the cohorts is faster than that seen in the209

individual correlations (Figures 5 & 7).210
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Discussion211

The concept of reproductive value is central to much theory in population and evolutionary biology. However,212

reproductive values are rarely used in empirical practice, particularly in evolutionary studies such as those213

estimating the form of natural selection. The method presented here is both intuitive and easily implemented,214

and thus has the potential to facilitate empirical studies using estimates of reproductive values for individuals215

and groups of individuals. The necessary information to implement the approach is collected in many long-216

term studies in the form of pedigree information, and is the same information necessary for inference of217

quantitative genetic parameters, which is increasingly common in the wild (Wilson et al., 2010). The type218

of information that is estimated should be valuable to ecologists, demographers and quantitative geneticists219

and we expect analysis based on this method will be useful for answering questions in many subject areas.220

The fact that the estimated genetic contributions appear to settle as quickly as they do, even in a variable221

environment, might be somewhat unexpected but should help reassure people that their calculation, and222

use, is worthwhile for the long term datasets currently available.223

Intuition might initially suggest that the unstable dynamic of the Soay sheep population (Clutton-Brock224

& Pemberton 2004; Figure 8A) size and structure would act to delay stabilisation of reproductive values.225

However, any such effect seems to be modest, at least at the cohort level. Figure 8B&C shows initial226

trajectories of groups of four cohorts born preceding and after years of major reductions in population size.227

Differences among cohorts in their ultimate genetic contributions are largely determined by the levels of first228

year mortality that they experience. This first year mortality, and the consequences for the longer term229

breeding success of that cohort, is highly influenced by the population size that year Coltman et al. (1999).230

Despite the number of the adult females, and consequently lamb production, remaining relatively stable231

through time (Figure 8A), there is substantial variation in first year survival. This is represented in Figure232

8A by the notable fluctuations in the size of yearling component of the population among years. Even outside233

of years with major reductions in population size, very high first year mortality can occur (consider especially234

the 1997 and 2010 cohorts in Figure 8B&C, particularly for males). These mortality rates seem to determine235

genetic representations more than subsequent conditions. For cohorts beyond the lamb stage, experiencing236

a year with a major reduction in population size has very little effect on demographic contributions. This237

counter-intuitive property of the estimated demographic contributions is particularly evident in the 1997-238

2000 group of cohorts, in Figure 8B&C, the 1997 and 1998 cohorts experienced multiple large reductions in239

population size during their first years of life, but have nonetheless relatively stable genetic contributions240

(Figure 6) through the large reduction in population size that happened between 2001 and 2002 (Figure241

8A). This occurs because, while such cohorts suffer high mortality, so too do the other cohorts of animals of242
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similar age. As such, high mortality reduces the absolute size of a cohort, but it does not necessarily greatly243

change the size of the cohort in proportion to the sizes of other extant cohorts.244

Pedigree-based estimation of reproductive value could prove particularly useful in the study of cohort245

effects, which is an area of substantial current interest. The idea that early life conditions play a role in the246

future success of groups of individuals, often referred to as cohort effects, is well established as an important,247

but complex, component of population dynamics in wild populations (Albon et al., 1987; Beckerman et al.,248

2002; Lindstrom & Kokko, 2002). Differences in the vital rates due to conditions experienced by different249

cohorts have now been recorded in many different wild populations where long term data are available250

(Nussey et al., 2007; Hamel et al., 2009; Pigeon et al., 2017). These environmental variables have long251

lasting consequences on the average success of individuals within a given cohort (Forchhammer et al., 2001).252

Calculations of net reproductive values of individual cohorts could prove a very useful and powerful way253

of encapsulating how successful an individual or, group of individuals, is for studies of cohort effects, by254

relating the general notion of success to a quantity that is maximised by natural selection. Most calculations255

of reproductive value assume a stable age distribution (Caswell, 2001), and so do not return cohort-specific256

values that represent effects of stochasticity, and thus cannot be related to differences among cohorts. Since257

all aspects of environmental stochasticity that are relevant to reproductive value will be represented in a258

population’s pedigree, the promise of using pedigrees may overcome a key hurdle to relating the notion of259

success of a cohort to the firm foundation generated by the concept of reproductive value. It is of note that260

some progress has been made on algorithms for calculating reproductive values in stochastic environments261

(Tuljapurkar, 1989; Tuljapurkar & Lee, 1997).262

Engen et al. (2009, 2011, 2012, 2014) have shown that the effective average value of selection in a263

stochastic environment, accounting for both survival and reproduction, within and/or across age classes, is264

given if selection coefficients (gradients and/or differentials) are calculated using contribution of individuals265

to the population’s total reproductive value at the next time step as a measure of fitness. Applications of266

this so far (e.g. Kvalnes et al., 2016) have made these calculations using mathematics based on the stable267

age distribution to obtain age- or class-specific values for reproductive value. However, in a stochastic268

environment, the age distribution will not be stable, and furthermore, age- and class-specific reproductive269

values may vary in time. Calculating estimates of reproductive value based on expected genetic contributions270

given by a pedigree may provide further opportunities for assaying fitness and inferring selection, especially271

in studies of environmental stochasticity.272

Pedigree incompleteness, particularly due to high levels of migration, may be the biggest challenge in273

allowing estimated genetic contributions to be assessed in other wild populations. The suitability of this274

approach would have to be considered for each study system separately and appropriate adjustments made.275
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For some purposes, such as understanding immigration itself, immigration may not be a problem, but rather276

a process that pedigree-based calculation of reproductive value (or similar approaches, see Chen et al. 2019)277

is well-suited to tackle. Pedigrees may also be incomplete if insufficient molecular are a available to make278

parentage assignments. Insufficient molecular data may also lead to non-trivial rates of erroneous parentage279

assignments. These kinds of complexities of empirical pedigrees are probably not a major issue in the280

Soay sheep study system, where the majority of paternities are determined by overwhelming molecular data281

(Bérénos et al., 2014), but they could present important considerations in other systems.282

Despite the existence of important theoretical work indicating that reproductive value is the quantity283

most directly maximised by natural selection (Grafen, 2006), it does not necessarily follow that empirical284

estimates of reproductive value, for example based on genetic contributions calculated from a pedigree, are285

sensible measures of fitness for studies of natural selection. For example, when individuals interact, measures286

of reproductive success that conflate the direct fitness (e.g., production of fertilised zygotes) of the inter-287

acting individuals will not generate measures of selection that correctly predict evolution (Hadfield, 2012;288

Thomson & Hadfield, 2017). Another situation where pedigree-based estimates of reproductive value could289

be very misleading would be in estimation of the genetic variance of fitness, for example as motivated by290

the fundamental theorem of natural selection (Fisher, 1930). All contributions of demographic stochasticity291

to a pedigree will generate covariance in estimated genetic contributions between progenitors and descen-292

dants, in proportion to their relatedness. This same relatedness between individuals in a pedigree is precisely293

the information that mixed model-based approaches (Wilson et al., 2010) use to estimate genetic parame-294

ters. Consequently, demographic stochasticity would almost certainly generate upwardly biased estimates295

of genetic variance for fitness, if such analyses were conducted on pedigree-based estimates of reproductive296

value.297

It is worth noting that although we have discussed the calculation of expected genetic contributions298

as potential estimators of reproductive values, which are the target of selection (Grafen, 2006), these are299

not the same as the actual genetic contributions that an individual, or cohort, will ultimately make to300

the future population. This is discussed in detail by Barton & Etheridge (2011). The pedigree-based301

genetic contributions we calculated are based on expected genetic relationships between individuals using302

descent. While parents always contribute equally to offspring (autosomal) genomes, it does not follow that303

all grandparents contribute exactly one quarter of the genetic compliment of their grandoffspring. Rather,304

because of segregation and recombination in parents, grandparental contributions to their grandoffspring305

follow a random distribution (Hill, 1993). Theory predicts that these actual genetic contributions will306

take far longer to equilibrate than will expected contributions (Barton & Etheridge, 2011). This does not307

invalidate the concept of reproductive value as estimated using a pedigree for studying natural selection308
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and demography, since the deviations between expected and realised contributions represent contributions309

of segregation to genetic drift, which will generally be unrelated to other, more deterministic processes.310

Calculation of reproductive values allows quantification of success in a way that is intuitive as an eco-311

logical concept, while at the same time directly relates to the target of selection, the reproductive value,312

as understood at a theoretical level (Grafen, 2006). The ability to calculate the same metric at both the313

cohort and individual level offers new opportunities to compare these values. Additionally, tracking how314

estimated genetic contributions change through time allows important dynamics within a population to be315

identified. The presence of large fluctuations, or points of stabilisation, within a given system, offers the316

opportunity to link key moments in the determination of realised genetic contribution to causal ecological317

factors. Wider application of the developed approach may be limited due to the required completeness of318

the pedigree and life-history data. Nonetheless, the timescales of the stabilisation observed within the Soay319

sheep data demonstrate the potential for pedigree-based reproductive values to provide valuable information,320

potentially even in studies spanning shorter time periods.321
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Box 1: Example calculation of cohort expected genetic contribution

Pedigree (A) is an imaginary pedigree of what might actually be observed, looking at two cohorts
(Ft & Ft+∆t), born at times t and t+ ∆t respectively, along with their ancestors. Calculating the
contribution that individuals in this fictitious Ft cohort made to the population at t + ∆t would
use an altered pedigree as shown in B. Here all the information regarding the ancestors of the Ft

cohort is removed and, as a consequence, there is no information about the relatedness between
the individuals in this cohort. In pedigree (B) individuals in the population at t + ∆t that arise
from the Ft cohort are shaded red (including these individuals themselves) while contributions
from individuals that were alive before t are shaded in blue. Matrix (C) is an additive relationship
matrix, A∗

ij , constructed based on the relationships shown in pedigree (B), with all individuals
from the Ft cohort, along with all individuals present in the population before this, considered to
be unrelated founders. In matrix (C), as in pedigree (B), blue cells relate to contributions to the
population at t + ∆t by individuals from < Ft while red cells are the contributions from the Ft

cohort. The sum of each red column is the expected genetic contribution, nFt , of a Ft individual
in t + ∆t while the sum of all red cells is this value for the cohort as a whole. The sum of all
shaded cells is used to correct these values for fluctuations in population size and for immigration.

(A) An example pedigree showing
two cohorts (Ft & Ft+∆t) along
with their ancestors.

(B) An altered pedigree based on pedigree (A)
where the relationships between the Ft cohort and
their ancestors have been removed. Individuals
shaded red are those which contribute to the Ft co-
horts’ expected genetic contribution. Those with
a line through them died prior to t + ∆t.

(C) An additive relationship matrix, A∗
ij , con-

structed using pedigree (B). The sum of the cells
shaded red is the uncorrected Ft total cohort ex-
pected genetic contribution, while each column of
red shading is each Ft individual’s uncorrected ex-
pected genetic contribution. The sum of all the
shaded cells is total genetic contribution made by
all extant individuals to the t+ ∆t population and
this value is used to correct the expected genetic
contribution for the Ft cohort for changes in pop-
ulation size and migration.
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Figure 1: Rates of migration into the study system (A) in terms of numbers of individuals that ultimately
bred in the study area, by sex, and (B) proportions of maternities and paternities attributed to individuals
that are not known to have been born in the study area.
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Figure 2: Proportion of the genomes attributable to the past population. The proportion of genomes present
in the 2015 cohort which are attributable to extant individuals in all previous years for both females (purple)
and males (orange). In the absence of any migration this contribution would constantly be 0.5 for each sex.
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Figure 3: Individual, pedigree based, estimated genetic contributions of males from some of the earliest
cohorts. The 1986 to 1989 cohorts are plotted with each line representing a separate individual born that
year, showing their pedigree based genetic contributions estimated each year after their birth.
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Figure 4: Individual, pedigree based, estimated genetic contributions of females from some of the earliest
cohorts. The 1986 to 1989 cohorts are plotted with each line representing a separate individual born that
year, showing their pedigree based genetic contributions estimated each year after their birth.
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Figure 5: Correlations between pedigree-based estimated genetic contributions for the 1985 through 1999
cohorts, for (A) males and (B) females, with the last year available (2015). Each line represents the correlation
of individuals genetic contributions in a given year after birth, with those in 2015, for separate cohorts.
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Figure 6: Total pedigree based estimated genetic contributions for (A) male and (B) female cohorts. Each
line represents a separate cohort from 1985 to 2014.
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Figure 7: Correlations between the pedigree based, estimated genetic contributions for each cohort from
1985 to 2004, in years after their birth, with the last year available (2015). It can be seen that at time
progresses the correlation with the pedigree based estimated genetic contributions for the cohorts in 2015
quickly becomes very high for both males and females.
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Figure 8: The dynamic of the size and composition of the population of Soay sheep using the study area
in Village Bay on St Kilda (A). The class sizes in part (A) represent individuals resident in the study area,
and are therefore slightly different from the data from which we calculate expected genetic contributions.
(B) and (C) show estimated genetic contributions of selected male and female cohorts respectively to the
population in future time intervals. Focal cohorts are identifiable from the year in which each respective line
begins in parts (B) and (C); line colours and styles correspond to those used to identify cohorts in figures 5
and 6.


